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SKILL SUMMARY

CONTENTS

10+ Years experience - 6 in Studio

0 4. CRITICAL MEDIA

Highly familiar with Adobe Creative Suite

MagPi Magazine
Google AIY
Raspberry Pi
Farmer Palmer’s
Fabriah
MYM
MCM Comicon
Bournemouth University
Britannia Parking
Cordwallis Group
Sir Lush

Talented Illustrator
Works well co-operatively & autonomously
Used to working under pressure
Has home setup
Bit of a Geek

EDUCATION

20. WIGHT HART GAMES

BA (Hons) Graphic Communication
@ UCA Farnham

Longboat
Hexapod
Expænd
A Haunting at Sea

Foundation Degree (Merit)
@ Bournemouth Art Institute

32 . FREELANCE

A Grade A Level in Art and Design
10 GCSE passes grade C or above
@ Poole Grammar School

Prototypes
Don’t Delay
Hollywood Studios

BRAND HIGHLIGHTS

 RTS UNIVERSITY
36. A
BOURNEMOUTH

REFERENCE
Dougal Matthews
Owner and MD of Critical Media

CONTACT DETAILS
Flat 5, 1 Clouds Hill Road
Bristol BS5 7LD

01202 399824
dougal@criticalmedia.co.uk

07946 136 731
Mike.Kay360@gmail.com

& MORE
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CRITICAL
MEDIA
MIDDLEWEIGHT DESIGNER
March 2013 - December 2018

I joined critical media as a Junior Designer
working on MYM magazine for MCM Comic-con,
and worked my way up to middleweight by the
end of the year.
My responsibilities included producing a
wide variety of material for both print and web
for new and returning clients. Either working
to established brand guidelines or on more
creative open briefs. Often handling accounts
and dealing with clients directly so as to better
understand their requirements.
For my last four years at Critical Media I
worked predominantly on The MagPi magazine,
the official magazine of the Raspberry Pi
Foundation. I handled the bulk of this monthly,
hundred page publication working closely with
the editor and sub-editors to produce the cover,
and the content with a mixture templates and
more creative custom layouts.
criticalmedia.co.uk

I produced this back ground illustration for the shop
front of Critical Media’s old studio location. Whilst
the company has since relocated, I’m pleased to see
the illustration has still survived on their website.
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THE MAGPI MAGAZINE
The MagPi is the official monthly magazine
of the Raspberry Pi Foundation. I worked on it for
4 years, piloting production for the last 2 years,
which involved dealing with editors and content
creators directly and uploading final print files
each month.
I designed covers and features as well as
artworking the bulk of the templated pages. Over
the span of 48 issues I estimate that I would have
artworked or designed some 3000+ pages.
r aspberrypi.org/magpi/issues
(I worked on Issues 31 through to 79)
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Issue 52 of the MagPi came with a free PiZero,
making it the first (and to the best of my
knowledge only) magazine ever to have a fully
functional PC as a cover mount.
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RASPBERRY PI PRESS
As well as working on the MagPi every month
I had a hand the production of numerous
publications under Rasperry Pi’s publishing
company, Raspberry Pi Press.
These included numerous educational
materials and tutorial books, including their
definative Essentials collection and quaterly
magazine Hello World.
magpi.raspberrypi.org/books

GOOGLE A.I.Y PROJECTS
A stand-out project was working on the 76 page
assembly guide for Googles A.I.Y Projects boxset.
I worked closely with the editor, regularly
sending pages back and forth to our contact in
California to make sure things were up to their
obviously high standards.
magpi.raspberrypi.org/books
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FARMER PALMER’S
Farmer Palmer’s Farm Park was one of the
holding accounts I dealt with on a regular basis
whilst at Critical Media.
I was responsible for producing regular adverts
for both print and web, often communicating
directly with their head of marketing.
During this time we handled a major rebrand
and overhauled the parks visuals. As part of
this I was charged with producing some 80+
character illustrations of the various animals
and even staff members.
For their website I also made a stylised map of
the park with various badges for each location.
farmerpalmers.co.uk
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FABRIAH
Fabriah was a regular client at Critical media.
I became responsible for most of the artworking
for their website banners and the occasional bit
of print work.
Fabriah deal in a huge variety different
products and I had to familiarise myself with
the various different brands and their respective
styles in order to produce appropriate artwork
quickly whilst also sticking to the minimal styling
of Fabriah’s own branding.
fabriah.com

MCM GROUP
One of the first things I worked on as a Junior
Designer was the monthly publication MYM, the
official magazine of the MCM Expo Group.
I was mostly artworking but did have the odd
opertunity to work on features each issue.
We also handled Expo programs, advertising
material and exhibition displays for MCM’s
London Comic Con and other events.
mcmcentral.net
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BRITANNIA PARKING
I worked on a wide range of advertising
materials for Britannia Parking as well
as designing the companies quarterly
staff newspaper.
This full graphics wrap for a Smart Car the
company had “sitting about” was a fun piece
to work on.
britannia-parking.co.uk

BOURNEMOUTH
UNIVERSITY
Artworking and more creative layout work
for BU’s print and online marketing aimed
at international students.
bournemouth.ac.uk
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SIR LUSH
Redesign of company logo incorporating
character design of the new knight mascot
and product illustrations.
I’ve sinse spotted this little guy in shop
windows across the country and even at
Download Festival.
sir-lush.co.uk

CORDWALLIS GROUP
I regularly designed press adverts, billboards
and banners for this group of vehicle hire outlets
that specialised in commercial Volkswagens
and Isuzus.
I frequently had to work with high quality
assets provided by VW and adheer to strict
brand guidelines.
Isuzu on the other hand were not so generous
when it came to assets and I got very good at
making the most of poor quality images .
cordwallis.com
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WIGHT
HART
GAMES
DESIGNER & DIRECTOR
Jan 2019 - Present

At the end of 2018 after leaving Critical Media,
I founded Wight Hart Games.
Games have been a passion of mine since
childhood. I have fond memories of playing
games with my family and strongly believe
they were vital for helping develop creative
and cognitive skills.
I successfully developed, designed and
illustrated my first game, and got it funded
through Kickstarter in under 6 months.
A feat I am very proud of.
My card game Longboat has been well
received and I am currently in the process
of taking it to retail.
wighthartgames.co.uk
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LONGBOAT CARD GAME
Longboat went from initial sketches to final
production in a little under six months. I handles
every aspect of the production, from rules
development to Graphic design and Illustration.
Being my first release I also had to learn a lot
about project management as I went along.
Including dealing with manufacturers directly,
international distribution and project promotion.
I am immensely proud of Longboat. I still sell
copies through my website on a regular basis.
And Longboat has been released in French,
German and Spanish through Barcelona based
games publisher Invedars Games.
wighthartgames.co.uk/longboat
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HEXAPOD / BOARD GAME
Hexapod: The Curious Pastime of Entomology is
set to be WHG second release. I’m looking into
manufacturers and trying to generate intrest to
achieve funding presently.
I did quite a bit of research into the insects I
used for the illustrations. Not only did I pick ones
with colours that would work clearly in the game
setting., but also picking insects that I could
illustrate to scale.
wighthartgames.co.uk/hexapod
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EXPÆND / CARD GAME
Another game in development that I’m working
on with a close friend for future release.
Expænd is a very ambitious project requiring
a huge amount of illustration and design work,
which I have been fitting in around other projects
for over a year.
I already have interest from a publisher wanting
to release a translated version, and it isn’t even
finished yet.
wighthartgames.co.uk/expænd

A HAUNTING AT SEA
/ BOARD GAME
This was initially planned to be WHG flagship
release. However the project proved too
ambitious and expensive for a first time
endeavour on Kickstarter.
The game board above took over 40 hours
to illustrate and I am determined to get this
released some day.
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FREELANCE
DESIGN & ILLUSTRATION
2008 - Present

I started freelancing whilst still at uni and have
worked on a wide range of different multimedia
and print projects. Although many have been
lost to the sands of time...

PROTOTYPES
When freelancing, no job can be too small
(providing it’s interesting). Prototypes are
often quick jobs and offer me the opportunity
to experiment with different styles.

DON’T DELAY
/ BOARD GAME
A small but very enjoyable project for a client in
Australia. This was a corporate training aid, so it
challenged me to work in a clean but engaging
style. Representation was a very important
consideration when illustrating the characters.
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HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS
/ BOARD GAME
Produced for a private client based in Canada.
This project has been a big undertaking
comprising of over 50 separately designed game
elements and dozens of illustrations. Two boxes
and some 40 pages of rulebook.
It’s been an impressive project to be a part of,
with a number of new challenges to overcome.
Least of all getting used to working affectively
across different time-zones.
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ARTS UNIVERSITY
BOURNEMOUTH
VISITING TEACHER

January 2019 - June 2019

Last year I was lucky enough to be invited
to teach on the BA Fashion course, where
I was tasked with guiding students through
the fundamentals of Adobe Creative Suit and
design composition.
I worked closely with both first year students
and third year students preparing for their
final submission.
Teaching wasn’t something I had
previously considered but I found myself
genuinely amazed at how quickly I became
emotionally invested in my students success.
It was an enjoyable and truly rewarding
experience, and I would gladly do it again.
aub.ac.uk

